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Abstract

4. Conclusion
As of April 2018, Wikipedia is no longer a reliable
source of information. It is too biased.

In such politically tumultuous times, many turn to
Wikipedia for objective news. Unfortunately, Wikipedia
has clear biases, which we show here.

1. Introduction
Contrary to popular belief, we show that Wikipedia
is not a reliable source for objectivity. We perform a
study which demonstrates clear biases which include:
anti-conservative, anti-liberal, and anti-moderate.

2. Experiments
Using the gold-standard Sentiment Analysis technology at http://www.text2data.org/Demo/, we examine the SA scores for each US Supreme Court
Justice’s Wikipedia Intro. One such example of a
Wikipedia introduction can be seen in Figure 1. We
can see that negative words such as “appointed” are
grossly thrown around, as if Justice Thomas didn’t
work hard to become a judge.
We can see that the sentiment tool was able to extract all sorts of bad words from the Justices’ text, as
indicated in Figure 3, which shows the most negative
words used for Justice Elena Kagan, such as “Harvard
Law School” and “August 7, 2010.” Though to be fair,
Figure 4 shows some of the nice things that Wikipedia
says about Justice Kagan, such as “April 28, 1960.”
Happy Birthday to her!

Figure 1. The sentiment-annotated output of Clarence
Thomas’s wikipedia intro.

3. Results
This is a real doozy! As you can see in Figure 2,
Wikipedia has a clear bias against conservative Justices
(Thomas, Alito, Roberts, and Gorsuch). Similarly, we
can also observe an inescapably evident bias against
liberal Justices (Breyer, Ginsberg, Sotomayor, and Kagan). And perhaps favoring extremism, the moderate
Justice (Kennedy) was given a negative score, indicating a bias.

Figure 2. Sentiment Analysis scores of each Justices’
Wikipedia intro.
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Figure 3. All of the bad words used in Elena Kagan’s wikipedia intro.

Figure 4. All of the good words used in Elena Kagan’s wikipedia intro.
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